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"Are you all counting for death?" Mu Che said in a high voice when he saw that Mo
Jinnan's team pointed their guns at Si Li.
"Sorry, Mr Si. But it is our duty to protect our boss," The leader of the team said, while
he still pointed his gun at Si Li.
"Everyone, put down your guns," Mo Jinnan said to his team and walked towards Si Li.
"Why are you still saving that bas***d? He knew all the things, but he still decided to
keep his mouth shut".
Mo Jiang was like a father and mother for Mo Jinnan. Mo Jiang always fulfilled the
duty of Mo Jun and his mother and never let Mo Jinnan alone. However, when Mo
Jiang married to Liu Juan, then he had his own family and Mo Jinnan understood this.
Therefore, Mo Jinnan told Mo Jiang to shift in Juan's villa and live his life with his
wife and with his family.
If Mo Jinnan had known that his decision for making Mo Jiang to shift in Juan's Villa
would take away his brother, then he wouldn't have made that decision.

"He is my responsibility now, so I have to protect him" Si Li nonchalantly said.
"Do you still want to protect him?" Mo Jinnan asked in disbelievingly.
"Yes".
"But I don't want to. BOYS" Mo Jinnan indifferently said and all the men again
pointed their guns at Si Li.
"You have to pay for this" Si Li said in a threatening manner.
Mo Jinnan chuckled sarcastically "Am I not paying already?"
Si Li knew that Mo Jiang was a most important person in Mo Jinnan's life and Mo
Jiang didn't pay most of his attention to Mo Jinnan, liked he used to give, because of

Liu Juan and Little Champ and now again because of Liu Juan and Little Champ, he
had almost lost his brother's life. Therefore, it was difficult for Mo Jinnan to control
his anger.
Mo Jinnan left from the warehouse and told his team to release Si Li and Mu Che next
morning.
--After the operation, Elder Lu woke up one day after and found that only Elder Si and
Assistant Long were present in the room.
"Chairman Lu, how are feeling now?" Assistant Long immediately asked in a
concerned.
"Go call the doctor first," Elder Si told Assistant Long.
Assistant Long immediately went to call the doctor. Soon the doctors came and
checked up Elder Lu's health.
"He is fine now, but make sure he takes enough rest," Doctor told to Elder Si and left.
Afterwards, Elder Lu said in a weak voice "Old man, it's good that you are here. I want
to tell you something about Xiao Lan".
He knew that Shu Han-You would open her mouth sooner or later. So he thought that
it would be better for him to tell Elder Si about Lu Lan identity. However, he didn't
know that Shu Han-You had already opened her mouth and already made a fuss in the
whole hospital.
Elder Si was older than Elder Lu, so Elder Lu referred Elder Si as 'Old Man'.
Nevertheless, Elder Si already knew that what Elder Lu wanted to say
"Hong Wei, don't stress yourself. I already know what do you want to say".
Elder Lu was startled, how did Elder Si know about it?...
Elder Lu looked at Assistant Long to tell him that what had happened in the last 2
days…
Assistant Long felt Elder Lu's gazed on him and he hesitantly said: "Chairman Lu
that…"

However, Elder Si raised his hand and stopped Assistant Long from saying anything
"Hong Wei, whatever had happened is already in the past and Si Family won't give up
on her because of this reason. Rest assured".
Instantly tears formed in Elder Lu's eyes and sighed helplessly and said in a hoarse
voice "I had been very unfair with that child…"
Elder Lu wasn't able to complete his sentence, he couldn't able to describe how much
guilty he was feeling?...
After a while, Elder Lu calmed himself down and slightly raised his hand to hold Elder
Si's hand. Elder Si immediately held Elder Lu's hand. Then Elder Lu said "Thank you,
Old Man. I know Xiao Lan would be happy under your care. Now I can die without
being worry about her"
"Good then, Go die as soon as possible" Elder Si annoying said.

